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Magneto-optical properties of nickel nanowire arrays
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We report on the magneto-optical properties of hexagonally arranged Ni nanowires embedded in
anodic alumina templates. Due to the nanowire geometry, these samples show different response
depending on the polarization orientation of the incident light, which leads to a high anisotropy of
both their optical and magneto-optical properties. A strong increase of the magneto-optical activity
is clearly observed with respect to the Ni bulk material. We associate this behavior to plasmon
resonance of the Ni nanowires. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1630840#
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Magnetic nanowire arrays have attracted great inte
for their particular magnetic properties with possible app
cations as perpendicular magnetic storage media.1 Although
there have been considerable efforts to determine the m
netization behavior of magnetic nanowire arrays,2,3 very few
studies have been focused on their magneto-optical~MO!
properties.4 In this work, we report on spectroscopic me
surements of the MO properties of hexagonally arranged
nanowires embedded in anodic alumina templates. A part
larly strong enhancement on their MO response, with resp
to Ni bulk, was observed, which we attribute to a plasm
resonance effect. Changes induced in the spectra with ch
ing Ni nanowire diameter were also studied.

The samples fabricated in this work were obtained
self-assembly using a two-step electrochemical alumin
anodization process.5 This anodic process leads to highly o
dered alumina (Al2O3) membranes with a so-called hexag
nal two-dimensional polydomain arrangement of the p
channels. Using different anodization conditions, the size
the ordered pore domains, the interpore spacing, and th
ameters of the pores can be controlled, the deviation in p
diameter being less than 10%. The holes in the membr
were afterwards filled with nickel from aqueous electrolyt
The details of the sample preparation are given in Ref
Two arrays of nanowires with different pore diamete
length, and interwire distance were prepared~see Fig. 1!. The
first sample~sample A! contains nanowires with diamete
d535 nm, lengthL51.4 mm and interwire spacinga5105
nm. This sample presents polydomains with long-range o
of around 2.5mm. The second sample~sample B! consists of
Ni nanowire arrays with diameterd5180 nm, lengthL54
mm, and interwire distancea5500 nm. Such a sample show
hexagonally ordered domains of approximately 1.25mm in
size. For Kerr measurements, the alumina template was fi
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to a Si substrate. The magnetic properties of these nano
arrays have been previously characterized.3

Due to the nanowire geometry, a different optical r
sponse depending on the polarization direction of the in
dent light being along or perpendicular to the wire axis h
been observed,6 leading to a different absorption spectra f
the diagonal components of the dielectric tensor. In the sa
way, a different response is also expected between the
components of the dielectric tensor (exy ,exz). Thus, we have
measured the MO response of the prepared nanowire ar
in two different configurations~see top part of Fig. 2!. In
polar configuration, a magnetic field of 1.5 T is applied p
pendicular to the sample plane (XY) along the wire axis (z
axis!, the applied magnetic field being high enough to sa
rate the samples. The measured magnitude is the rotatiofk

of the plane of polarization of a linear polarized light r
flected on the sample. The angle of incidence of light is
For normal incidence, this magnitude depends on theexy and
exx components of the dielectric tensor. In a transverse c
figuration, the magnetic field is applied in the plane of t
sample and perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the a
of incidence being 45°. The applied field in this case~0.35 T!
was not enough to reach magnetic saturation of the sam
The transverse Kerr data were corrected for saturation u
the Kerr loops obtained from superconducting quantum

ad-
FIG. 1. Top-view scanning electron micrographs of nickel nanowires~light!
embedded into the porous alumina matrix~dark!. The scale is the same in
both figures.
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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terference device magnetometer measurements.3 The magni-
tude that we measure in transverse configuration is the va
tion of the reflectivity of the light polarized in the plane o
incidence, due to the applied magnetic field, and normali
to the reflectivity at zero field (DR/R). This magnitude is
related to theexz , exx , andezz components of the dielectri
tensor.

Figure 2 shows the MO spectra measured for the two
nanowire array samples~symbols!. The spectra of the bulk
Ni film ~dashed line! taken from Ref. 7 has also been in
cluded for comparison. As can be observed the magnitud
the MO response (fk ,DR/R) of the Ni nanowire samples i
very similar to that of a bulk Ni film. In particular, the pola
rotation spectrum for sample A formed by nanowires w
small diameter,d535 nm, shows a strong peak around 3
eV. This rotation peak has the same magnitude as the rota
peak of the bulk Ni sample although the amount of Ni co
tained in the nanowire sample is only around 15%, so tha
enhancement in the rotation around the peak position is
served when confining Ni in nanowire geometry.

In order to clarify the origin of the features found
these Kerr spectra, the dielectric tensor of the Ni nanow
layer,eeff5eij81ie i j9 , has been computed in the same spec
range. In the case that the wire diameter is much lower t
the wavelength of light, which is satisfied for sample A, t
dielectric tensor can be modeled using an effective med
theory.8 In our case, a self-consistent approach describe
detail in Ref. 9 was used to calculate the effective dielec
tensor. Thus,eeff

A depends on the dielectric tensors of pure
and Al2O3 , the amount of Ni in the alumina matrix, and o
the nanowire’s shape tensorGA, which is related to the de
polarization tensor LA as GA52LA/eeff

A . In the quasistatic
approximation10 for cylinders whose axes are aligned wi
the principal axes, the diagonal components of the depo

FIG. 2. MO polar~a! @transverse~b!# Kerr spectra for Ni nanowire array
with different geometries: sample A: 35 nm diameter~circles!, and sample
B: 180 nm diameter~squares!. Simulation with different shape factors~solid
lines!. Bulk Ni film ~dashed lines!.
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ization tensor takes the values Lxx
A 5Lyy

A 50.5, and Lzz
A 50.

Figure 3 presents the calculated values of the imagin
components of the dielectric tensor for the nanowire laye
a function of energy. The spectra plotted with solid lines
Fig. 3 have been calculated considering the effective med
formed by Ni nanowires~Ni content 15%! embedded in an
alumina matrix whose refractive index isn51.75. The re-
fractive indices of bulk Ni were obtained from Ref. 1
whereas the MO coefficients of Ni were obtained from R
12. Theezz9 component of the nanowire layer@see Fig. 3~a!#
shows a similar behavior to that observed for bulk Ni, that
decreasing in magnitude as the energy increases. In con
for light polarized perpendicular to the wires’ axes,exx9 , a
strong absorption peak located at 2.6 eV is observed@solid
line in Fig. 3~b!#. We attribute this absorption peak to a pla
mon resonance absorption. To support this assessmen
compare those spectra with the ones calculated for
nanowires embedded in a different template with refract
indexn51.4 ~dashed lines in Fig. 3!. ~If the peak observed is
related to a surface plasmon excitation due to the localiza
of the electromagnetic field at the wire surface, it will b
very sensitive to the optical properties of the matrix.13! As
expected, the peak observed in theexx9 component shifts from
2.6 eV (n51.75) to 3.0 eV (n51.40), which is the expected
behavior for a plasmon resonant absorption@Fig. 3~b!#. In
contrast, theezz9 component shows no appreciable differen
for both templates, decreasing in magnitude as the en
increases.

For completeness, we also present the effect that
change in the dielectric constant of the matrix has on
nondiagonal components of the dielectric tensor@see Figs.
3~c! and 3~d!#: the peak observed around 3 eV shifts
higher energies when decreasing the refractive index of
template, similar to the plasmon absorption peak. Howe
in the componentexz9 , no displacement of the peak located
1.6 eV is found@Fig. 3~d!#. This last feature is therefore no
due to a plasmon excitation, and should be related to

FIG. 3. Calculated values of the imaginary components of the effec
dielectric tensor for the Ni nanowire layer embedded in two different te
plates: an alumina template with refractive indexn51.75 ~solid lines!; and
a template withn51.40 ~dashed lines!.
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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structure observed in the MO components of Ni.12 We would
like to point out that in contrast to the optical componen
where a plasmon resonance is only observed when the p
ization of the light is perpendicular to the wires axis~i.e.,exx

or eyy components!, the effect of the surface plasmon exc
tation is observed in all the nondiagonal components,
though it is more important forexy9 .

To directly compare this simulated effective dielect
tensor with the experimental results, we have computed
correspondingfk andDR/R Kerr MO spectra using a trans
fer matrix formalism.14 The simulation results are present
with a solid black line in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. The simulated
rotation spectrum reproduces qualitatively the experime
behavior, nicely, although a strong decrease of the valu
the rotation peak is found with respect to the experimen
data. This quantitative discrepancy on the intensity may
ascribed to a difference between the optical and/or MO
efficients of the electrodeposited Ni and those found in
literature. The simulated rotation spectrum presents osc
tions in the infrared region due to optical interference effe
between the Ni nanowire layer and the Si substrate. Th
oscillations are not present in the experimental spectra du
surface roughness or to residual absorption of the alum
matrix. The good agreement between the simulated and
perimental rotation spectra confirms that the feature obse
in the Kerr spectra is associated to the plasmon resonan
the nickel nanowires. In transverse configuration, the ag
ment with the simulated spectrum is quite remarkable,
though the computed variation of the reflectivity for hig
energies~around 4 eV! exceeds the experimental value.

When increasing the wire diameter and interwire d
tance, for sample B (d5180 nm), marked changes occur o
the shape of the MO spectra~see squares in Fig. 2!. Although
both samples contain the same amount of Ni, around 1
the rotation spectra of samples A and B are different. T
rotation curve of sample B is broadened and a shift of
spectrum to lower energies is observed, together with an
crease of the rotation in the infrared region of the spectru
Similarly, the shape of the transverse spectrum for samp
@squares in Fig. 2~b!# is quite different from the spectrum o
sample A. Again, when the nanowire diameter increases
curve strongly broadens and decreases in magnitude.

The displacement observed for the plasmon resona
feature to lower energies when increasing the nanowire
ameter has also been reported in Au and Ag na
structures6,15,16and is attributed to extrinsic particle size e
fects as, for example, phase retardation and dyna
depolarization.17,18Such effects are not taken into account
a simple effective medium theory derived within the qua
static limit ~i.e., from consideration of the static electric fie
in the medium! where a static depolarization tensor is d
fined. For large particles of size comparable to wavelengt
more elaborated theory needs to be developed. Howev
formal way to take into account the increase in the w
diameter is to consider a complex depolarization tenso
5Ldyn1 iLdam, where the real part deviates from the sta
depolarization value due to dynamic depolarization effe
that are the responsible of the shift of the plasmon resona
the imaginary part accounts for the damping of the plasm
Downloaded 14 May 2010 to 161.111.235.252. Redistribution subject to A
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in the Ni nanowires by radiative losses,17,19,20which increase
as we increase the diameter of the wires. Thus, to simu
the MO spectra for sample B, we use a complex depolar
tion tensor LB for the wires: Lxx

B 5Lyy
B 50.42i0.2, and

Lzz
B 52i0.2. The obtained spectra using these values are p

ted with a solid gray line in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. As can be
observed, this simple model reproduces the tendency of
changes observed in the experimental spectra of one sa
with respect to the other. For example, in the polar confi
ration, the rotation peak decreases in magnitude and
curve shifts to smaller energies, which is the observed
perimental behavior. In the transverse configuration, ther
a strong decrease in the intensity of theDR/R in the region
between 1 and 3 eV and a shift to higher energy of
crossing point at 3.4 eV, where theDR/R changes its sign.
This is also the observed experimental behavior, althoug
this configuration, the experimental changes are stronge
more elaborated model is under consideration.

In summary, the analyzed Ni nanowire arrays exhibi
high optical anisotropy, which leads to an anisotropy in th
MO response. The MO activity of Ni nanowire arrays
strongly enhanced with respect to the bulk Ni, making the
systems interesting for possible MO applications. The M
spectra show a feature corresponding to the plasmon ex
tion of the nickel nanowires. This behavior has been rep
duced by theoretical simulations of the spectra. The effec
increasing the nanowire diameter and interwire distance p
duces a strong plasmon resonance wavelength redshift, a
crease in its magnitude, and a strong broadening effect.

This work has partially been supported by The Minist
of Science and Technology~Spain! under Grant No.
MAT2002-04484.
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